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How to get to the WMC 2014? Doesn't the navigation system take care of this? However, here are 

some tips on how to get to us by public and private means of transport. Parking spaces are 

available but naturally limited - speaking of nature: The more people travel by public transport, 

the better! If you're looking for resp. providing a vacancy in a car, if you're manhunting travel 

mates for special train tickets or if you just don't like to travel on your own, you can take 

advantage of our car pooling. This year's tournament shall be held on the grounds of the athletic 

department of the University of Bonn. More details on the grounds and the rural surrounding can 

be found on the website. 

Adress 

Universitätssportanlage Venusberg 

Nachtigallenweg 86 

53127 Bonn 

 

 

 

 
Map of the railway and bus station with path to busses nos. 600-603 

 

 

 
Map of the southern suburbs of Bonn with marker indicating the site of WMC 2014 

 

http://weebly-link/176705404821334348
http://weebly-link/191552308638752884
http://winckelmanncup2014.weebly.com/forum.html#/mitfahrborse/
http://winckelmanncup2014.weebly.com/gelaumlnde.html


 

Public transport (cursus publicus) 

 from Cologne/Bonn airport ("Flughafen Köln/Bonn"): bus SB60 to Hbf Bonn (central 

station); bus lines 600 and 601 (stop "Casselsruhe") or 602 and 603 (stop "Ippendorfer 

Allee") 

 from Bonn central station ("Bonn Hbf"): bus lines 600 and 601 (stop "Casselsruhe") or 

602 and 603 (stop "Ippendorfer Allee") 

 There will signposts from these stops onwards! 

 

 

Private transport (car/bike/donkey) 

 from west/north: A555 to Bonn/Rheinufer; keep to the right at motorway junction 6 

(intersection Bonn-Nord) and follow signs A565 to Altenahr/Koblenz/Bonn-Bad 

Godesberg; take exit to B9/Bonn-Poppelsdorf/Bonn-Bad Godesberg; straight ahead 

(Reuterstraße); turn right on Jagdweg; turn left on Rehfuesstraße; turn right on 

Hospitalweg und immediately left again on Heinrich-Lützeler-Straße; turn right on Robert-

Koch-Straße; turn right on Nachtigallenweg 

 from east/north: A3 to Cologne (Köln); keep to the right at motorway junction 32 

(intersection Bonn/Siegburg) and follow signs  560 to Bonn/Sank Augustin/Siegburg; 

keep to the left at the crotch and follow signs to Königswinter/Bonn/A59; keep on rocking 

on A59; keep to the right at motorway junction 40 (intersection Beuel) and follow signs 

A565 to Koblenz/Bonn; take exit B9/Bonn-Poppelsdorf/Bonn-Bad Godesberg; straight 

ahead (Reuterstraße); turn right on Jagdweg; turn left on Rehfuesstraße; turn right on 

Hospitalweg and immediately left again on Heinrich-Lützeler-Straße; turn right on Robert-

Koch-Straße; turn right on Nachtigallenweg 

 from south: A61 to Cologne (Köln)/Bonn; keep to the right at motorway junction 29 

(intersection Meckenheim) and follow signs A565 to airport 

(Flughafen)/Meckenheim/Bonn-Bad Godesberg; straight ahead (Reuterstraße); turn right 

on Jagdweg; turn left on Rehfuesstraße; turn right on Hospitalweg and immediately left 

again on Heinrich-Lützeler-Straße; turn right on Robert-Koch-Straße; turn right on 

Nachtigallenweg 

 Use exclusively the designated parking areas and observe the instructions of the car park 

attendants, please. 

 


